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ABSTRACT
The limits of gas turbine technology are heavily influenced by materials and
manufacturing capabilities. Inconel remains the material of choice for most hot gas path
(HGP) components in gas turbines, however recent increases in turbine inlet temperature
(TIT) are associated with the development of advanced convective cooling methods and
ceramic thermal barrier coatings. Increasing cycle efficiency and cycle specific work are
the primary drivers for increasing TIT. Lately, incremental performance gains responsible
for increasing the allowable TIT have been made mainly through innovations in cooling
technology, specifically convective cooling schemes. An emerging manufacturing
technology may further facilitate the increase of allowable maximum TIT, thereby
impacting cycle efficiencies. Laser Additive Manufacturing (LAM) is a promising
manufacturing technology that uses lasers to selectively melt powders of metal in a layerby-layer process to directly manufacture components, paving the way to produce designs
that are not possible with conventional casting methods. This study investigates
manufacturing qualities seen in LAM methods and its ability to successfully produce
complex microfeatures in a mock turbine blade leading edge. Various cooling features
are incorporated in design, consisting of internal impingement cooling, internal lattice
structures, and external showerhead cooling. The internal structure is designed as a lattice
of intersecting cylinders in order to mimic that of a porous material. Through a nondestructive approach, the presented design is analyzed against the departure of the design
by utilizing X-ray computed tomography (CT). Employing this non-destructive testing
(NDT) method, a more thorough analysis of the quality of manufacture is established by
revealing the internal structures of the porous region and internal impingement array.
iii

Variance distribution between the design and manufactured test article are carried out for
both internal impingement and external transpiration hole diameters from CT data. Flow
testing is performed to characterize the uniformity of porous regions and flow behavior
across the entire article for various pressure ratios. Discharge coefficients of internal
impingement arrays and porous structures are quantified. A numerical model of fluid
flow through the exact CAD geometry is analyzed over the range of experimental
flowrates. By comparison of experimental and numerical data, performance discrepancies
associated with manufacturing quality are observed. Simplifying assumptions to the
domain are evaluated to compare predictions of CFD using the exact geometry. This
study yields quantitative data on the build quality of the LAM process, providing more
insight as to whether it is a viable option for manufacture of micro-features in current
turbine blade production.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

History of Gas Turbines
For millennium, society has been searching for ways to tackle the challenges of

life through machine. Harnessing the energy of a horse using a simple buggy with
wheels, dating back as early as 3000 BC, made long-distance transport of people, food,
and supplies an easier task. Ships with large sails made it possible for early explorers to
cross the Atlantic Ocean in the 15th century. As of late the possibilities of harnessing the
energy of chemical reactions with machine have been established. The advent of heat
engines would prove to be a technological revolution, as they facilitated the first human
flight, automobiles, and power generation for society. Today, it is clear to see that society
has not only fully adopted the heat engine, but has rapidly become dependent on the
resources they provide. Consequently, the level of mechanization and technological
development of society today is unprecedented, one that far surpasses any ever seen in
history.
Although not the first to develop a functional steam engine, James Watt patented
the design of a steam engine that could provide continuous rotary motion in 1781. Not
long after, the size and power output of such machines increased, making way for use in
vessels, locomotives, and power generation. The first internal combustion engine was
manufactured by Edward Butler in 1884. From this, one can notice a significant increase
in technology in a relatively short period of time. One milestone of particular significance
was not only the ability to generate electrical power, but to distribute it. The first public
electricity supply was available in 1881, in Godalming within the UK. Powered by a
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water wheel and DC generator, the electrical energy was used for lights that illuminated
the streets in town. This achievement would mark the beginning of a new age of society
dependent on the conveniences electrical power could provide.
Paralleling this era was the birth of the first successful gas turbines. In 1903,
Aegidius Elling was credited as the first to develop a gas turbine that produced a positive
net power output, that is, it generated more power than was needed to operate. Fast
forward three decades to the late 1930’s and the pioneers of turbojets, Frank Whittle and
Hans von Ohain, were hard at work designing, building, and testing gas turbines for
aircraft propulsion. Whittle patented the idea of aircraft propelled by gas turbines in
August of 1939, patent publication no. US2168726 A[1]. Fueled by the demand for both
higher specific power and total power output in aircraft, turbojets soon replaced the
piston engine power plant in military aircraft. The first successful flight of a turbojet
aircraft was documented on the 27th of August, 1939 with a Heinkel He 178 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Heinkel He 178, First Turbojet Aircraft

By this time, society had become heavily dependent on electrical power for public
and commercial use in homes, factories, stores, etc. Most power plants at this time used
steam turbines as the source of mechanical power, as reciprocating steam engines were
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being phased out due to lack of power and reliability. Steam turbines (a present-day
front-runner in power generation) are powerful but complex in nature, requiring steam
boilers, condensers, and other minor auxiliaries to operate. Gas turbines for power
generation have appeal in the industry because their operation is simpler yet than the
steam turbine, in that no major auxiliaries are needed. The Municipal Power Station in
Neuchatel, Switzerland was the first to successfully operate an industrial gas turbine
(IGT) for power generation (Figure 2).

Figure 2: World's First Industrial Gas Turbine "Neuchatel"

The Neuchatel Gas Turbine was commissioned in 1939 and successfully operated
for 63 years until it was permanently shut down because of a damaged generator in 2002.
The design included a direct drive turbine with a 23-stage axial compressor and a 7-stage
axial turbine, as seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Layout of the Neuchatel Turbine [1]

This turbine produced a net power output of 4 MW with an overall efficiency of
17.4% at 50 Hz operation and with turbine inlet temperatures of 550ºC [2]. As previously
mentioned, gas turbine design allows for fewer moving parts, higher specific work, and
higher total power output compared to reciprocating engines. Consequently, the gas
turbine is seen as a more reliable alternative to the conventional reciprocating engine.
Adoption of this technology by the aerospace and power generation industries have
resulted in astounding advances and achievements.
Today, gas turbines have a profound impact on society every day. Although its
application is vast and impact great, the true impression of gas turbine technology is often
overlooked or taken for granted. One of the more obvious applications of this technology
is in the commercial aviation industry, where currently almost 100% of aircraft are
powered by gas turbines. Since the experimental flight of the first jet powered transport
aircraft in April, 1948 (Figure 4, left) and the first purpose-built commercial jetliner
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entering service in 1952 (Figure 4, right), there became an increasing demand for high
performance jet engines in commercial aviation.

Figure 4: (left) Experimental Vickers VC.1 Viking, (right) de Havilland DH 106 Comet

Soon after the uprising of commercial turbojet aircraft, General Electric (GE)
introduced the first high-bypass turbofan, the GE-TF39, designed for use on the
Lockheed C-5 Galaxy. The turbofan design would prove to be great leap forward in
turbine technology, offering higher specific thrust, higher overall efficiencies, and quieter
operation. Today’s commercial aircraft primarily utilize the turbofan design, but boast
engines that surpass the technology and capabilities to turbofans of the GE-TF39 era.
Among current leaders in the aviation turbine market are GE, Rolls-Royce, and Pratt &
Whitney.
Along with aviation, the power generation industry has also benefited
significantly from gas turbine technologies, primarily since gas turbines are able to meet
the high power demands of society. Created from data in the 2015 Annual Energy
Outlook by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, pie charts in Figure 5 illustrate
the distribution of the net electricity generation in the United States for 2013 and
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predictions for 2040. From this data, and knowing that coal, petroleum, natural gas, and
nuclear sources of energy utilize turbines, it is apparent that turbines currently account for
~ 87% of power generation. This does not account for the renewable sources that utilize
turbines, such as hydro-electric, wind, geothermal, etc. (which actually make up most of
the renewables). Specifically, gas turbines account for almost one quarter of the total
power generation in the U.S. and is expected to increase in the coming years, along with
the total power available to the grid. On a global perspective, ~21% of the world’s
electricity production is by natural gas, amounting to 1168 GWe in 2007[3]. Diminishing
coal supply and large natural gas reserves make for a stable and positive future for the
IGT.

Figure 5: U.S. Annual Energy Outlook Data 2013 (left), 2040 (right)

1.2

Brayton Cycle and the Need for Turbine Cooling
Consumers of turbines want the most out of their investments, in other words, the

most useful work output per unit cost of energy input. That is, the cycle efficiency of the
turbine should be maximum. As the dependence on gas turbines grows, the sensitivity of
product efficiencies inherently becomes higher. Take, for example, power generation
6

today which is largely provided by gas turbines. If new turbines were manufactured that
provided an increase in overall cycle efficiency by +0.5%, the cost savings in fuel would
be tremendous over the life of the turbine. After many power plants upgrade to higher
efficiency machines, the cost of electricity to the consumer potentially becomes less, not
to mention reduced environment impacts as well. This goes to show how seemingly
incremental increases in cycle efficiencies can be huge for present-day turbine design.
So how can cycle efficiency be increased? Gas turbines, a type of Carnot heat
engine, are governed by the Carnot efficiency, (1).
𝜂𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡 = 1 −

𝑇𝐴
𝑇𝐶

(1)

By the second law of thermodynamics, the maximum efficiency of a heat engine
cannot be unity, but rather approach it by having cycle values of 𝑇𝐴 and 𝑇𝐶 such that

𝑇𝐴
𝑇𝐶

approaches zero. Assumptions for such thermodynamic efficiency include reversible and
adiabatic compression and expansion, along with isobaric combustion (heat addition) and
heat removal (see Figure 7). This form of ideal Brayton cycle operation can also be
represented in terms of cycle pressure ratio through manipulation of the temperature
𝑇

ratio 𝑇𝐴 with isentropic flow relations, (2).
𝐶

𝜂𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑡𝑜𝑛,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = (1 −
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1

𝛾−1 )
𝑃𝑅 𝛾

(2)

Figure 6: Brayton Cycle P-V Diagram; High PR (blue), Moderate PR (yellow)

With increasing cycle pressure ratios, Brayton cycle efficiency is seen to increase,
yet when illustrated on a P-V diagram (Figure 6), the net work output of the cycle
approaches zero, as the area inside the curve (∫ 𝑃𝑑𝑉 → 0 ). Consequently, high
efficiency and high work output is achieved with moderate pressure ratios and large heat
addition. Large heat addition, however, leads to extremely high turbine inlet
temperatures, that today are well above the melting temperature of the components
exposed to this environment. Components exposed to this HGP are only survivable by
way of active cooling strategies.
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Figure 7: Brayton Cycle T-S Diagram; Ideal Cycle (blue), Real Cycle (red)

Figure 7 of the Brayton cycle T-S diagram and the visual provided in
Figure 8 highlight the critical reference points in the thermodynamic cycle and the
corresponding locations within the gas turbine. At point A, the gas turbine ingests
ambient air at P1 and TA, compressing the flow to P2 and TB,ideal (by adiabatic and
reversible compression). At which point, under ideal conditions, isobaric combustion
ensues, raising the working fluid temperature to TC,ideal. Finally, ideal, isobaric expansion
of the fluid results in exhaust gases at P1 and TD,ideal. The additional heat is wasted to
ambient under constant pressure, P1.
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Figure 8: Gas Turbine Diagram with Brayton Cycle Locations

As previously mentioned, active cooling strategies have been utilized in recent
years to ensure part survivability in today’s firing temperatures (TC) approaching 1600ºC
[4]. Such firing temperatures place ηcarnot ≈ 80%, however when considering compression
and expansion process inefficiencies of the compressor and turbine, respectively, the
thermodynamic limit reduces further. The ideal Brayton cycle, considering compressor
and turbine inefficiencies, is defined in equation (3).
𝜂𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑡𝑜𝑛,𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 =

𝑤̇𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 − 𝑤̇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙

(3)

The ideal cycle performance limits maximum thermodynamic efficiency further
to a value of ηbrayton,ideal ≈ 60%. Of course, ideal conditions of isentropic
compression/expansion and isobaric heat addition/rejection do not represent actual
turbine performance. Additional entropy generation in all steps of the thermodynamic
cycle further reduce the efficiency, as represented by the real Brayton cycle efficiency
(4).
𝜂𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑡𝑜𝑛,𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 =

𝑤̇𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 − 𝑤̇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙
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(4)

Figure 9 provides a visual breakdown of the steps leading to typical values of real
Brayton cycle efficiency and how cycle limitations can be reduced. Without a change in
cycle, engineers are able to improve real Brayton cycle performance with better design
and improve the Carnot limit by increasing the firing temperatures in the turbine. Present
strategies to improve overall cycle efficiency include changing from simple cycle
operation to combined cycle operation, where a Rankine cycle is (or nearly is) run solely
from the recovery of waste heat from a Brayton cycle process. This is an example of
efficiency improvement by change in thermodynamic cycle (from purely Brayton).

Figure 9: Gas Turbine Cycle Efficiency Breakdown
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1.3

Turbine Cooling
Most land-based IGTs utilize natural gas as a fuel. Natural gas, mainly composed

of methane (CH4), has an adiabatic flame temperature of 1960ºC. As previously
mentioned, today’s latest land-based gas turbines have firing temperatures around
1600ºC, so there lies the ability to greatly increase firing temperatures with the current
fuel source. As mentioned in the previous section, motivation to increase firing
temperatures is the benefit of higher cycle efficiencies. The limiting factor in increasing
the hot gas temperature, however, is material selection of blades, vanes, and other
components exposed to the environment. Currently Inconel, a heavy-nickel superalloy, is
the material selection of choice for hot section components. Inconel’s unique strain
hardening characteristics in the presence of elevated temperatures make it a suitable
material for HGP parts. This superalloy has a melting temperature around 1300ºC, but to
survive the mechanical loads present in gas turbines, the operational limit (max metal
temperature) of blades is currently around 950ºC. This being said, turbine cooling
strategies are put in place to handle much of the temperature difference from HGP to
blade/vane maximum metal temperature. Figure 10 shows the temperature profile across
a turbine blade where a large reduction of temperature is seen across an accumulated film
layer, ceramic thermal barrier coating, and associated bond coat layer.
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Figure 10: Temperature Profile across Turbine Blade

One goal of turbine cooling is to minimize the thermal resistance (thereby
reducing temperature difference) of the heat path from the point of maximum metal
temperature to coolant flow temperature. Another is to maximize thermal resistance from
the point of maximum metal temperature to the HGP. It is important to realize the goal is
not reducing the maximum metal temperature to as low a value as possible, but rather to
utilize coolant flow in the most effective way such that the least amount of coolant supply
is required. This is true since the secondary air supply is not free, but rather bled from
13

compressor sections (requiring work to compress) and not contributing to useful work
extraction in the turbine, a result of bypassing combustion. In fact, secondary air
contributes to significant reduction in total enthalpy along the HGP, a result of relatively
low energy fluid being injected into high-energy environment, not to mention
aerodynamic losses associated with momentum injection into the mainstream. From a
thermal standpoint, having larger temperature gradients is also detrimental to blade life,
as these create additional stresses.
From what has been discussed so far, regarding the aim for higher turbine inlet
temperatures, current blade materials, and turbine cooling objectives, it should be clear to
notice that turbine cooling is an area of upmost importance for furthering current
technology. For many original equipment manufacturers, such designs and strategies are
regarded as highly confidential and not disclosed for years, if at all. For incremental gains
in cooling performance can mean all the difference in having an edge in the highlycompetitive market. Better appreciation for the difficulty in turbine cooling engineering
can be gained from reading any of the collection of books focusing solely on the topic.
One widely recognized in the gas turbine community is entitled Gas Turbine Heat
Transfer and Cooling Technology [5].
There are a few key approaches to turbine heat transfer that one may adopt for
components in need of active cooling:


Convection cooling



Film cooling



Impingement cooling



Transpiration/Effusion cooling
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1.3.1

Convection Cooling

Convection cooling within internal passages of turbine blades and vanes is an
effective approach to turbine cooling, where heat is convected from the base material into
relatively cooler coolant flow. Application can vary from a few single-pass channels to
complex multi-pass channels. A well-researched topic in this area (and to this day) has
been the study of heat transfer augmentation within internal channels by way of ribbedturbulators, pins, wedges, dimples, and others. This approach to turbine cooling is most
often used over other types, mainly since other forms require coolant air delivery such
that transporting passages can be optimized to help aid in removal of heat.
1.3.2

Film Cooling

Film cooling serves to keep the blade/vane cool by insulating the material from
extreme temperatures in the HGP. This is achieved by bleeding air from internal passages
out through discrete holes, and around the exterior airfoil surface. Consequently, an
insulating layer (film) develops and, due to poor heat transport characteristics of air, the
resistance introduced into the heat path is significant, thus reducing the temperature at the
airfoil surface (recall Figure 10). This approach to cooling involves injection of coolant
into the mainstream which, as previously mentioned, can have detrimental effects to
blade aerodynamics. The engineer can make a hostile environment even worse if delivery
of the coolant is poor. In such cases, separation of the film layer from the airfoil surface
occurs and local hot spots are created. Recent advances in this technology have been in
development of the shaped film cooling hole (diffused in most cases), making for better
film coverage. Recent research has looked into the performance of such shaped holes and
large cooling arrays that provide full-coverage cooling.
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1.3.3

Impingement Cooling

Impingement cooling is a more effective approach to convection cooling, where a
jet of air is directed normal to a surface. Impinging flow maximizes convective heat
transfer coefficients, but is not feasible across all areas of the turbine blade. Rather, this
approach is used to target localized zones of high-heat flux (or hot spots), maintaining
temperature uniformity across the airfoil, minimizing thermal gradients present.
Generally, applications of impingement are around stagnation zones on the leading edge
of the airfoil. During manufacture, more intricate impingement arrays require an
impingement sleeve, containing the array of jet holes, be inserted into a cast blade, rather
than cast directly with other cooling features.
1.3.4

Transpiration Cooling

Last in the list of common approaches to turbine cooling is transpiration (or
effusion) cooling. This approach requires a porous section of material for air to bleed
through. Unlike convection cooling, direct heat transfer is established between the
coolant flow and both the HGP and solid material, in a simultaneous fashion. Unlike
discrete film cooling holes, the discharged flow from the porous region produces an
entire surface covered with an insulating film. These attributes result in increased coolant
effectiveness and uniformity in heat transfer. Both attributes make it a superior choice
over the previous alternatives, however little application of this technique is seen due to
manufacturing limitations. As will be discussed in this study, recent advances in the area
of manufacturing may open the door for engineers to pursue such designs.
The HGP environment has the hottest temperatures at the turbine inlet and
reduces as flow is expanded and work extracted. For this reason, it is expected to see a
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complex arrangement of multiple cooling strategies designed into stage one blades and
vanes, reducing to less aggressive cooling in the latter stages. Provided below are flow
path diagrams of turbine airfoils which contain such cooling methods (Figure 11). Refer
to Appendix A for additional illustrations.

Figure 11: Turbine Blade Cooling Schematics [6]

Two fairly recent publications paint a more detailed picture of turbine cooling and
the current challenges to overcome in present-day design. First, J.P. Downs and K.K.
Landis provide an overview of the advent of active cooling in gas turbines, insight into
current technology, and thoughts on future milestones that must be achieved to improve
the state-of-the-art [7]. Second, R. S. Bunker lists ten remaining thermal challenges in
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turbine cooling, some of which apply directly to active cooling technologies talked about
in this section [8].
1.4

Conventional Manufacturing
Investment casting of blades, vanes, and other HGP components is the current

avenue of manufacture and, as will be explained, is an expensive, time-consuming, multistep process. A brief overview of the casting process will be outlined for purposes of
comparison with state of the art LAM techniques, presented in the next sub-section.
Intricate internal cooling features incorporated in blade design are achieved by
casting of molten base material into a sand mold of blade profile (negative of airfoil)
containing a ceramic core of the internal flowpaths (positive of internal channels). This
process begins with making a precise, positive wax pattern mold of the airfoil by way of
high-precision injection molds (Figure 13, a). Further preparation of the mold is done by
including runners and risers, to be used later during casting. Multiple wax molds are
assembled to a common fixture so that multiple blades can be cast in a single process.
This collection of wax molds then is dipped and sanded (or dipped in a ceramic bath),
until the correct thickness is achieved (Figure 13, b). Next, the coated wax is fired to melt
the wax away and harden the sand (or ceramic) exterior, making way for the liquid
superalloy to be introduced. For blades with internal cooling passages, a ceramic core
containing the flow paths and features is placed into the wax injection mold in the first
step, having wax introduced around the core. When firing the coating around the wax, the
wax melts out leaving the outer mold as well as the internal ceramic core. Once the blade
is cast, the core is removed with chemicals and outer mold broken away.
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Special procedures are followed during the introduction of molten metal, as the
outcome of component grain structures are heavily influenced during this stage of
manufacture. Three general types of grain structures are achievable through casting
(Figure 12):
1. Equiaxed Grain
2. Columnar Grain
3. Single Crystal

Figure 12: Different Grain Structures in Turbine Castings [9]

Early turbine blades and vanes were manufactured by conventional casting where
molten metal alloy is poured into a casting and cooled until solidification. This method
produces equiaxed grain boundaries, or equally sized grain boundaries in all axis
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directions. The presence of grain boundaries only weakens the material, reducing its
ability to handle loads. Advancements in technology led to the development of the
columnar grain structures by way of directional solidification of the molten superalloy.
This method of manufacture produces blades with no grain boundaries in the transverse
direction, only in the radial direction. Since, in application, the primary loads are in the
radial direction, directional solidification is mechanically superior to conventional casting
in the areas of fatigue life, creep life, tolerable stress, and thermal fatigue. Details on the
manufacturing of directionally solidified, columnar grain turbine blades can be found in
Versnyder and Shank [10].

Figure 13: Steps in the Casting Process; Wax Molds (a), Ceramic Molds (b) [11]

The ultimate in turbine blade casting technology is the single crystal structure.
Grown from a single grain crystal, a single crystal casting eliminates all grain boundaries.
By doing so, mechanical properties are further improved from those of the columnar
grain structure. Additionally, a single crystal structure is seen to have a significant
increase in the melting point of the material, increasing the high-temperature strength
also. Comparison of blade elongation in time for each casting approach is presented in
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Figure 14. Even though this form of casting is superior, it is the most expensive and
challenging. Both directionally solidified and single crystal manufacture requires a
vacuum induction melting furnace, Figure 15.

Figure 14: Turbine Blade Life Different Grain Structures [6]
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Figure 15: Vacuum Induction Furnace for Single Crystal; G-temperature gradient, v- velocity drawn out [11]

Duhl and Giamei (1980) discuss the development of single crystal superalloy
turbine blades [9]. Their publication is around the advent of single crystal technology. As
can be observed by reading a more recent publication on development of single crystal
superalloys by Onyszko et al., the process has not changed significantly [11]. Recent
research has looked into varying composition of the alloys to achieve further gains in
mechanical and thermal capabilities [12].
This multi-step process not only requires post-processing, but also limits design
flexibility of internal cooling channels and features. Limitations of casting prevent the
manufacture of effective turbine cooling features such as porous structures and internal
micro-sized features. Despite the ability of casting to produce a very smooth surface,
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conventional machining is required for high precision blade roots, etc. Ceramic coating
then ensues, followed by non-conventional machining of detailed features such as film
cooling holes.
1.5

Laser Additive Manufacturing
Present state-of-the-art technologies in rapid manufacturing have opened the door

for prototyping and development of designs. First, a big uprising in stereolithography and
3D printing of plastics gave engineers insight into the potentials of layer-by-layer
construction methods. This similar approach applied to metals started out as a
revolutionary way to manufacture one-off parts, but presently has found itself being
introduced in full production assembly lines. Advances in build envelope, tolerance,
speed, consistency, and materials have brought about serious attention from industry
giants. This technology, known as laser additive manufacturing (LAM), uses focused heat
from lasers to selectively melt or sinter powdered metals into desired objects. Selective
laser melting (SLM) completely melts the particles together, whereas selective laser
sintering (SLS) introduces enough heat for particles to bond together, but not completely
melt into a homogeneous solid. By nature of its layer-by-layer build process, design
flexibility becomes relatively limitless in comparison to capabilities of convectional
machining, casting, forging, etc. Available powdered metals suitable for this process
include aluminum, cobalt chrome, steel, stainless steels, nickel alloys, and titanium. The
ability to 3D print with nickel alloys, specifically IN625 and IN718, has captured the
interest of turbomachinery manufacturers.
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Figure 16: Powder Bed Laser Additive Manufacturing 1

LAM is either achieved with a powder bed system or a powder feed system, both
being a layer-by-layer process. Figure 16 provides a schematic of a powder bed system in
which the final part is surrounded with un-melted powder. As described in Figure 17, the
process is repetitive, with exception of removal of the part upon completing all build
layers. Starting with a layer of powdered metal swept across the build platform by a
recoating arm, a laser beam selectively melts powder, after which the powder bed (build
platform at the bottom) is lowered and the dispenser bed rises. From here, the process
repeats many times until the combined layers produce the final part that is finally
removed from the powder bed and build platform. Although a solid part is encompassed
with powdered metal, the tolerable build angle (from the build platform) with no support
material beneath is ~60º. Any less and a support structure is required, otherwise risking
1

http://www.3dimpuls.com/sites/default/files/download/eos_matal_cs.pdf
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porosity in the melt pool (density <100%) and/or degradation of build tolerance for the
first few build layers. Beyond this, there are few limitations that constrict design and
manufacturability, one significant one being build envelope, which today is around
400mm x 400mm x 400mm for the largest machines. The latest in LAM design has
sought to further interest applications for mass production of parts, achieved by utilizing
multiple laser beams in one machine, increasing productivity by significant measure.

Figure 17: Manufacturing Steps for Powder Bed LAM

Recent action by General Electric provides evidence of the gas turbine industry’s
interest in LAM technologies. One recent USA Today article notes General Electric’s
$1.5 billion investment since 2010 in additive manufacturing, using these technologies in
power, oil & gas, healthcare, and aviation division [13]. Since this thesis has great
involvement with the LAM process, current research in this area is presented within the
literature review in Chapter 2.
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1.6

Thesis Aims
The direction of this research is focused towards executing a thorough analysis of

the abilities of LAM to produce microfeatures and engineered-porous structures applied
to gas turbine components. In this study, a mock turbine blade leading edge is
manufactured from Inconel superalloy powders and rigorously inspected through means
of NDT. NDT capabilities, by way of X-ray CT, within CATER have only recently been
acquired. This study is the first attempt of CATER to successfully exploit this resource. It
is with anticipation that future research at CATER will also take advantage of the inhouse X-ray CT resources. Experimental flow data collected from the test article will
provide a basis of comparison to CFD data of the designed geometry. CFD is utilized to
acquire performance estimates of flow performance of the CAD geometry. In this way,
compared values will highlight the performance differences between a perfect
manufacture and the actual manufacture.
Overall, the goal of this work is to provide more evidence to the gas turbine
community suggesting the level of consistency between the design and departure of
design of a LAM superalloy part. CFD simulations will seek to produce results that argue
the benefits of LAM in respect to the manufacturing of cooling features.
1.7

Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 gives a succinct history of the gas turbine, while highlighting the

importance of active cooling methods today. An overview of the Brayton thermodynamic
cycle is given, tying cycle efficiencies to the need for active turbine cooling. Turbine
cooling is elaborated in greater detail, covering the main approaches as they apply to
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turbine blade/stator cooling. Additionally, a presentation of the conventional casting
manufacturing methods is presented followed by an overview of the LAM process.
Finally, the aim of this thesis is highlighted.
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review of the relevant research into
LAM. Being that LAM is still an emerging technology, there is limited literature
addressing the post-manufactured qualities of LAM of Inconel superalloys applied to gas
turbine parts. Despite this, the chapter cites recent works that investigate topics ranging
from grain structures and mechanical properties of LAM parts to investigations of
transpiration cooling of porous components by LAM.
Chapter 3 makes up the primary focus of this study, shedding light on the level of
compliance between the CAD model and manufactured part by way of NDT. Along with
insight into the test article design and manufacture, relevant indications (or critical
defects) noticed through post processing of the X-ray CT scans are elaborated.
Indications on the exterior as well as within the interior of the test article are noted.
Discussion as to the cause of such faults is made.
Chapter 4 discusses the experimental setup used to perform simple flow testing of
the leading edge segment. Experimentally, discharge coefficients and flowrates for
various pressure ratios are determined and used as a metric for comparison with CFD in
the subsequent chapter. Additionally, a flow performance trend is also developed in the
form of flowrate versus pressure ratio.
Chapter 5 examines flow performance of the designed geometry through steady
RANS CFD simulations. Discharge behavior estimates are then compared with
experimental values to expose the level to which LAM methods influence performance.
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Included in this chapter is a detailed review of the numerical uncertainty and extrapolated
values of select data.
Chapter 6 gives concluding remarks to the study. Author opinions regarding the
inclusion of LAM in mass production of turbine blades are also provided.
Chapter 7 lists possible avenues for ongoing research with this test article.
Potential research topics that may serve to better computational practices when modeling
LAM components are also listed.
1.8

Publications
The ensuing publication was acquired during the duration of this study and was

presented at the 2016 ASME Turbo Expo: Turbomachinery Technical Conference and
Exposition in Seoul, South Korea. This work encompasses a sizeable portion of this
thesis, primarily found in chapters 3 and 4 [14].

B. Ealy, L. Calderon, W. Wang, J. Kapat, I. Mingareev, M. Richardson, et al.,
"Characterization of LAM-Fabricated Porous Superalloys for Turbine
Components," in ASME Turbo Expo 2016: Turbomachinery Technical
Conference and Exposition, 2016, pp. V006T21A012-V006T21A012.

Upon conference submission and presentation, this publication was accepted into
the ASME Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power. This journal is awaiting
final submission and formal citation. The paper number, however, is GTP-16-1356.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Laser Additive Manufacturing
LAM is a recent technology that utilizes high power lasers to selectively melt fine

metal powders into parts, a three-dimensional rapid manufacturing method. LAM either
utilizes a powder feeding system or powder bed, both employing a layer-by-layer build
process. LAM methods are capturing the interest of many because of the ability to
quickly manufacture designs of extreme complexity, not possible with conventional
casting or direct machining processes. A thorough review by Santos et al. breaks down
current research into various LAM techniques done with a variety of commercial additive
manufacturing machines, concluding that LAM is moving from rapid prototyping to rapid
manufacturing of end-use parts [15]. Initial testing of SLM with nickel-based powders is
carried out by Osakada and Shiomi [16]. More recently, a comprehensive study by Gu et
al. looks into various methods, powder materials (pure, prealloyed, and multicomponent),
and their associated mechanical properties [17].
Much of the latest research, however, is aimed at characterizing the material
properties to estimate the feasibility of printed parts applied to areas of high mechanical
and thermal loadings. That is, employing additive manufacturing not for just prototyping,
but for functional end-use components. The use of LAM to directly manufacture turbine
blades is a possibility and potential time-saver compared to the laborious casting
approach. The issue becomes the integrity of the material structure and its ability to
handle aggressive loading seen in turbine applications. Kanagarajah et al. evaluates the
mechanical properties of Inconel 939 samples manufactured via SLM [18]. He finds that
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heat treatment of samples post manufacture does facilitate recrystallization, however
grain sizes are still lower than that of cast samples. This smaller grain size is the reason
behind the observed yield strength of SLM manufactured samples being higher than cast
parts, but under high temperatures it is determined that ductility and fatigue life is much
less. Additional studies investigating the properties of Inconel parts processed by SLM
can be found in [19-22].
2.2

Transpiration Cooling
Optimizing the heat transfer in turbine blades will always remain integral to the

advancement of turbine performance. It is now possible, with advanced laser
manufacturing techniques, to consider more uncommon design strategies aimed at further
maximizing convective heat transfer as feasible. Examples of such include porous
channels, baffled ribs in internal cooling channels, and transpiration cooling through
porous walls, as investigated by [23], [24, 25], and [26, 27], respectively. In their study of
heat transfer of transpiration-cooled turbine blade walls, Eckert and Livingood concluded
that within the laminar region, transpiration cooling produces an appreciable reduction in
heat-transfer coefficients for turbine blades [27]. In a similar study comparing filmcooling and transpiration cooling to convection cooling by Ecker and Livingood provides
further evidence to the superiority of transpiration cooling [28]. The authors conclude, for
both laminar and turbulent mainstreams, that for conditions requiring more coolant flow,
transpiration outperforms other alternatives. Cerri et al. numerically investigates
advanced effusion cooling of turbine blades and concludes that effusion is an effective
approach that is not particularly sensitive to changes in diameter or distribution of
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cooling holes, helping to reducing the metal operating temperature and provide near
isothermal conditions across the blade [29].
Moreover, Wang, Messner, and Casey research the performance of traditional
film cooling holes and sintered porous film cooling holes of 21% porosity [30]. They find
that utilizing infrared thermal imaging is an effective method of data acquisition over
traditional naphthalene sublimation, transient liquid crystals, and thermocouple
techniques since porosity is not affected in any way. Better stabilization of cooling
effectiveness was observed for the porous film cooling hole, suggesting better
controllability of heat transfer.

Figure 18: Schematic of Coupled Cooling Schemes [31]
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Recent research into transpiration cooling by Natsui et al. at CATER has led to
multiple publications in this area [31-33]. Through this work, it has been concluded that
there is promise in coupling transpiration with discrete film cooling to achieve more
effective cooling solutions. For all coupled cooling schemes found in Figure 18,
effectiveness was observed to be significantly increased over basic film holes for similar
coolant flowrates. M. Torrance conducted both experimental and numerical tests in his
thesis, supporting the claims by Natsui [34]. He found that performance increases of a
coupled transpiration section downstream of discrete film holes allowed for cooling
effectiveness to approach values to that of an entirely transpiration cooled surface.
However placing the transpiration section upstream of the discrete holes did not have this
effect.
Perhaps the most relevant study can be found in a recent journal by Ma et al.,
where experimental measurements of transpiration cooling were made for double and
triple-laminated sintered woven wire meshes (geometrically similar to the intertwining
lattice of the present test article) [35]. With a heated mainstream and nylon test section,
infrared thermography was used to capture surface temperature distributions needed for
effectiveness calculations for varying test coupons. Of the test coupons, geometric
porosities varied between 25.6%, 37.1%, 46.9%, and 55.1%. As will be mentioned in
Chapter 3, the present geometry in this study has a designed porosity of 57%. It was
found that there is a significant influence of porosity on thermal performance and fluid
flow. Discrepancies in pressure drop increase non-proportional to the ratio of increasing
porosity. The arrangement of the woven layers is found to have a prominent influence,
with performance tending to depend more on the hot layer. Additionally, downstream
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layers are found less influential, with triple laminated cooling performance similar to that
of the double laminated mesh. A comparable study by Wu and Peng reveals similar
observations [36].
It is hopeful that these advances in convection cooling work to not only reduce the
maximum metal temperature of the blade, but also reduce thermal gradients within the
material. Bose and Marcin reveal the sensitivity to which non-uniform temperature
distribution on turbine blades have on surface distortion and blade life [37]. A gradient of
~85ºC across a blade from pressure-side to suction-side caused severe creep distortion.
As supplied coolant flowrate continues to be decreased, blades will become more prone
to considerable temperature gradients associated with non-uniform heat transfer
distribution. The use of LAM applied to turbine blades will help combat this, providing
the means necessary to utilize secondary air more effectively.
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CHAPTER 3: TEST ARTICLE & NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
3.1

Test Article
A mock turbine blade leading-edge segment is directly manufactured by SLM,

containing an impingement array, porous lattice structure, and showerhead cooling (large
array of small film cooling holes) features. The part curvature is simplified to be a
constant radius for both the internal impingement array and external surface. Design
views from the CAD model in Figure 20 illustrate the geometry and complex internal
features within. The designed diameter of holes in the impingement array and porous
cavities are 0.5mm. Designed porosity, defined as the volume of void space divided by
total volume, is 0.57, or 57%. The lattice features are intertwining cylinders of diameter
0.5mm within regions θ= 36.1-53.1º and 126.9-143.9º. The impingement array spans θ=
28.8-151.2º. A support structure was used in the build process to support the
impingement array and outer wall, seen as the red region in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Supporting Structure (red)

As previously mentioned, despite solidified material being suspended in a powder
bed, support is still necessary for inclination angles approximately 60º or greater from the
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horizontal (without solid materials beneath) as 100% material density may not be
achieved in the first print layers. The supports also provide another avenue for heat to
dissipate during solidification, thus reducing thermal distortions associated with slow
cooling of the melt pool. Post manufacture, these supports were manually broken away.
Further elaboration relative to support structure is given later in the next section.

Figure 20: (a) Dimensionalized Test Article, (b) Cut Plane Showing Internal Features, (c) Internal Lattice
Structure; *Dark Shaded Surfaces Exposed to Fluid

This part was manufactured with a powder bed SLM system as previously
illustrated in Figure 16, yielding what can be seen in Figure 21. Additional images of the
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printed part are provided in Appendix B. Details of the manufacture are provided in
Table 1.
Table 1: SLM Manufacturing Specifications of Test Article

Specification

Value

SLM Machine
Powder
Laser beam diameter
Layer thickness
Powder grain size

EOS EOSint M270
Sulzer Metco Amdry 1718 welding powder
~70μm
30μm
25-45μm

Figure 21: SLM-Manufactured Test Article

3.2

Non-Destructive Testing
A clear advantage of the LAM manufacturing process is the ability to directly

produce end-use components requiring no post-processing/tooling. Considering the strict
geometric tolerances required in gas turbine manufacture, the level of advantage over
investment casting is relative to build tolerance. Determining how consistent the LAMmanufactured part is with the design requires intensive inspection of part variance.
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The ability to inspect a part without destroying it is sought after in many
industries, some include aerospace, automotive, casting, dental, electronics, food, and
medical. By not altering or destroying a part, it retains its natural manufactured state,
optimal for evaluation. In most cases, this testing is necessary for characterizing the
physical quality of a part. There are many techniques available, the most useful including
liquid penetrants, eddy currents, magnetic particles, radiography, ultrasonics, acoustic
emission, and thermography to name a few. These approaches to NDT, and more, are
thoroughly discussed in the book Practical Non-Destructive Testing by Raj et al [38].
Specific to this research, radiography is utilized extensively to develop 3D models
of the entire part volume. In this way, not only is the exterior surface able to be
scrutinized, but also all locations within the solid. As a result, any faults in manufacture
can be noticed in places that are not even physically possible to visualize from the
outside. When included in mass production, batch parts can be selectively tested to
ensure consistent manufacture. However, for prototype specimens as in this case, NDT
techniques such as x-ray CT are essential for verification of quality.
An industrial x-ray CT machine operates in a similar fashion as medical x-ray
equipment in that x-rays are emitted from an x-ray tube and projected onto a detector.
However instead of a fixed arrangement, the components are able to translate with
multiple degrees of freedom (DOF). As in Figure 22, x-ray imaging of the test article was
performed with a traversing system permitting 4 DOF. Manipulation of the x-ray
projection is the foundation of CT scanning. CT uses data taken from multiple images
taken around the periphery of a part for a given cut plane and compiles them into a single
2D image slice. Generation of the 2D image slice is accomplished with a complex
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mathematical algorithm. Many 2D slices are rendered along the length of an object and
then compiled into a stack, where further processing results in a 3D volume
reconstruction. It is this 3D reconstruction that provides uncompromised detail of
manufacture, inside and out.

Figure 22: X-ray CT Configuration with Test Article

Initially, attempts were made to acquire full 3D volume reconstructions of the test
article with an in-house Yxlon industrial CT x-ray machine. This machine, seen in Figure
23, is outfitted with a 225kV x-ray tube, flat panel detector, and microfocus capable of
image resolution of 200μm. To process the raw CT data into 2D slides and 3D
renderings, Volume Graphics VGStudio Max, commercial imaging software is used. The
in-house system was found to capture the overall shape of the part however not enough to
resolve the micro-features, thus significant portions of the solid model are missing or
deformed in these regions. Consequently, efforts to acquire fully resolved 3D
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reconstructions were taken to North Star Imaging (NSI), where state-of-the-art NSI
X5000 CT x-ray systems were used. Both 225kV and 450kV x-ray tubes with microfocus
and flat panel detector were used, providing image resolutions of 60μm and 100μm,
respectively. Comparison of the in-house 200μm resolution volume reconstruction and
the 100μm resolution from NSI is made in Figure 24. There is a distinct different
observed by a 50% reduction in image resolution, alluding to the sensitivity of focal spot
size with resolving LAM microfeatures.

Figure 23: Yxlon 225kV CT Machine, CATER, UCF

Figure 24: X-ray CT Volume Reconstruction with Image Resolution 200μm (a) and 100μm (b)
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Further investigation of the CT data has revealed both isolated and planar relevant
indications (i.e. discontinuities) in solid regions of the test coupon. Both 225kV and
450kV scans were used to search for defects. Interestingly, all isolated indications of
voids, associated with regions of material density <100%, were found under the lower
energy scans of higher resolution. A single linear indication along a build-layer plane was
noticed on one half of the article in both scans, yet with better clarity for 225kV. Despite
the ability of the high energy system to provide greater contrast between solid and air, the
meager decrease in resolution of the system, compared to 225kV data, results in scans
that cannot resolve small voids. Unfortunately, as x-ray power is increased, the focal size
of the image goes up, thereby decreasing image resolution. Data produced by the 225kV
system is further analyzed in greater detail.

Figure 25: Isolated Discontinuities (a, b) and Anomalies (c, d, e) Observed in 225kV CT Scan

Figure 25 reports isolated indications (a, b) as well as isolated anomalies (c, d)
found at various spanwise locations in the coupon. A fairly periodic location of anomalies
as seen in Figure 25(c, e) is found in-between each successive array of impingement
holes, along the spanwise direction. Relevant indications noticed were found at random
throughout the volume, all having a similar spherical shape. Proper SLM of metals,
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especially those requiring high processing temperatures, requires a controlled
environment, correct laser power density, and non-contaminated powders for best results
[39]. Inability to procure optimal process control may result in a balling phenomenon that
is known to degrade the quality of SLM manufactured parts. More insight into balling in
SLM is given in [40, 41]. It is plausible that balling (see Figure 26), caused from
increased laser scan speed, may be one reason behind the lack of complete solid density.
Another hypothesis is that few particles may be contaminated with oxide films that
prevent re-melting or “wetting” of the previous build layer, leading to delamination as a
result of poor layer bonding [39]. Inadequate re-melt may also stem from a lack of laser
power.

Figure 26: Balling Caused by Increasing Laser Scan Speed [41]
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The anomalies seen in (c, e) are associated with remaining fragments of the
supporting framework used to brace the internal impingement array. Manufacture of
complete turbine blades would prevent the adoption of supporting framework in the build
process due to the inability of removal, potentially resulting in part densities <100% for
first few build layers beyond 60º of inclination and may increase measured surface
variance. Figure 25(e) also provides greater detail of the internal lattice as manufactured
by LAM. No considerable abnormalities are found within the porous cavity across the
entire span. Within the porous region there exists no support, but rather the intertwining
lattice which serves as a self-supporting framework, attributing to the success of the
manufacture observed here.
Among all noticeable flaws in the test article, the most concerning is the relevant
linear indication observed to be concentrated discontinuities located along a single build
layer as depicted in Figure 27. Though it may appear insignificant, the defect extends the
entire length of the leading edge segment. Probable cause of this indication is most likely
due to inhomogeneity in powder distribution, as process parameters (e.g. laser power or
layer thickness) were not changed. Even though the orientation is along the direction of
principal stress for a turbine blade, the flaw still poses increased potential to fail. Faulty
attributes of this sort are not permissible in gas turbine blades which must withstand
continuous exposure to extreme stresses, not to mention the thermal stresses present also.
In this case, the linear indication would be defined as non-acceptable. Also, common
“streaks” seen among the image slices, generally seen to originate from sharp corners or
holes, are merely artifacts of the CT scans.
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Figure 27: Relevant Linear Indication along a Single Build Layer; (i): Top Down View; (ii): View Normal to Red
Arrows

3.3

Variance Distribution
The level of accuracy to which the test article was manufactured is quantified

through a comparison of the CAD model and 3D volume reconstruction. This is
accomplished within VGStudio Max where a point cloud of thousands of fit points is
used with a best-fit algorithm to align the volume reconstruction with the CAD model,
with least uncertainty. A distribution of the variance along the external surface and
internal impingement array is given in Figure 28 (a) and (b), respectively. It is important
to note that removal of the test article from the substrate was performed by wire-cut
electrical discharge machining, therefore variance reported on the flat surfaces on either
side of the internal impingement array do not reflect that of SLM. From the data and
knowledge of the build direction, it is observed that part variance is greatest around θ≈90º
(refer to Figure 20). In this region gravitational effects influence the localized melt pool
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most significantly, however, observing localized zones of increased fluctuations that lie
where designed supports were constructed suggests that poor separation of the support at
the surface is to blame. Appreciation of the magnitude of variance from design is critical
when dealing with micro-sized features, as in such a case. Here, variance in the internal
impingement array approaches 1𝑑 in many areas. The relative size of these variations
may begin to have considerable influence on flow characteristics and actual performance,
facilitating the need for clean removal of the supporting framework. Concerning the
external surface, the impact of deviation may have negative repercussions as far as blade
aerodynamics, yet in most cases, direct machining is a feasible option to bring external
profiles within tolerance.

Figure 28: Variance Distribution along External Surface (a) and Internal Impingement Array (b)

On the inside surface of the leading edge, variance is found to be maximum also
for θ≈90º (in the designed region of support) and is positive, similar to the internal
impingement array (Figure 29). Again, evidence of non-uniform surface variance is
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found and also shines light on surface roughness. Considering fluid flow bounded by
such surfaces, a rough surface may greatly impact the heat transfer performance or total
losses in the system. Although able to resolve some level of surface roughness,
quantifying this by x-ray CT methods is not adequate. In consideration of heat transfer
for turbine blades, the highest static temperatures are typically seen along the leading
edge in the stagnation zone for incoming flows with little to no incidence angle. Common
methods of treating such hot spots include leading edge impingement, similar in nature to
the test article. However, performance estimations of impingement arrays are generally
done assuming smooth surface or prescribed (uniform) relative roughness. Observing the
inconsistencies associated with removal of supporting framework, it can be anticipated
that traditional performance estimates may be less certain. One remedy to this increased
surface roughness would be to orient the blade such that the spanwise direction is along
the build direction. However, this would be expected to come at a cost of deformed
impingement holes and holes within the porous region, as significant parts of any
particular orifice would be without rigid support and with many regions having a surface
normal along the direction of gravity.

Figure 29: Variance Distribution along Inside Surface of Leading Edge
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The influence a build direction has on SLM of superalloys is thoroughly
investigated for microchannels in a recent study by Snyder et al. [42]. Similar
observations which compliment his study are seen after looking closer at the internal
impingement array of the test article in particular. Consistent with Snyder’s findings, the
best quality of microchannel manufacture is seen in region of θ≈90º, that is, a vertical
orientation with respect to gravity (Figure 30).

Figure 30: Axial Slices at Various Streamwise Locations of (a) Vertically, (b) Horizontally, and (c) Diagonally
Built Channels [42]

Across the entire array, the channels become increasingly inclined for locations
farther away from the center-most channel. The maximum inclination with respect to the
build direction is noticed at the outermost holes in the array, corresponding to ±61.2º
from the build normal. Variance is observed along a planar location intersecting the
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reported hole centers at multiple locations. Common among all cases is the θ-dependence
of variation. By adjusting the scale of the distribution, the level of variation in theta can
be better observed, as seen in Figure 31. Here, a cut plane is taken along the reported hole
center characterized by the actual edge.

Figure 31: θ-Dependence of Part Variance (a), Comparison of Actual and Designed Part Edges (b),
Concentricity (c)

Notice in (a) how as θ→0º, deviation from design becomes more pronounced until
reaching a maximum at the last hole in the array. This is also illustrated in (b) as the
actual edges are compared with the designed edge. Noticing the spanwise distribution of
the array in (c), it is apparent that concentricity is also poor with the designed location.
Looking across the array and along the entire spanwise length, concentricity is found to
also have dependence in the θ-direction. This trend is portrayed in Table 2. The most
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“ideal” hole orientation of θ=90º is seen to have both the best and most uniform
concentricity, whereas for decreasing θ, concentricity is seen to be worse as 𝑥/𝐿→0 or 1.
All profiles in Table 2 lie on planes normal with the build direction, thus making profiles
increasingly elliptic for decreasing θ.
Table 2: Impingement Array Concentricity-Designed edge (yellow), Actual Edge (red)

Figure 32: Relative Surface Deviation of Entire Leading Edge Segment
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Overall, statistics for the entire part variance with respect to the CAD model is
determined and plotted in Figure 32. Here, a fairly even distribution in positive and
negative variance is observed. The accumulation of variance, as seen in Figure 33, reports
that absolute variance is 0.32mm for 95% of the surface area. Even though the relative
surface area for the more extreme deviations is low, the particular location of a given
aberration may critically affect the performance characteristics.

Figure 33: Absolute Variance Trend for Entire Part Surface

Furthermore, observations at periodic intervals within the lattice structure show
consistent variance distribution and magnitudes, alluding to the capability of SLM to
procure large arrays of complex design (Figure 34). Again, relatively good tolerance is
achieved due to the self-supporting characteristics of the lattice features.
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Figure 34: Variance Distribution of Lattice Structures at Periodic Intervals
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL FLOW TESTING
A conditioned plenum was manufactured to handle the test article and deliver
uniform, steady flow. Details of the experimental rig are illustrated in Figure 35, with the
actual acrylic rig in Figure 36. A large volume of compressed air is supplied to the
plenum, providing steady flow over 1≤ 𝑃𝑅 ≤1.3. Flow rate is controlled via in-line
pressure regulator and measured with an Omega FMA-1613A mass flow meter,
providing flow rates with a maximum uncertainty of ±4.7L/min. Multiple static pressures
are measured along the flow path to ensure flow uniformity and to quantify 𝑃1 . These
static pressures are sampled with an Omega HHP242-138D, certain to ±34.47 Pa. Flow
exits into ambient laboratory environment in all cases.

Figure 35: Plenum Assembly Design with Fixture for CD Measurements of Test Article
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Figure 36: Acrylic Flow Conditioning with Test Article (without clamping fixture)

Experimental discharge coefficients are determined for multiple configurations of
flow paths through the test article, defined in (5):
𝐶𝐷 =

𝑚̇𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑚̇𝑖𝑑

(5)

Where 𝑚̇𝑖𝑑 is calculated for ideal, isentropic expansion through the total designed
hole area, 𝐴𝑇 of the region being investigated by expression (6):

𝑚̇𝑖𝑑

1−γ
γ

𝑃𝐴𝑇 2γ𝑅𝑇 𝑃2
√
=
[( )
𝑅𝑇 γ − 1 𝑃1

− 1]

(6)

The use of this characterizing metric makes it possible to identify the level of
uniformity of the discharge behavior between each porous region, and thus gain better
insight into the level of consistency of SLM. 𝐶𝐷 calculations of each porous cavity are
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made with 𝐴𝑇 being the total area of the holes on the impinging surface, the smallest
cumulative area at any point across the region. 𝑃1 in this case becomes stagnation
pressure of the inner annulus, calculated using average velocities of the flow field
downstream of the impingement array. These average values are quantified knowing
𝐴𝑇_𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 and applying continuity. For quantifying 𝐶𝐷 of the impingement array
alone, a second fixture is manufactured that allows flow to exit either end of the test
coupon. In this instance, all holes that would typically discharge air from the porous
cavity into the ambient are blocked. In addition to 𝐶𝐷 calculations of the entire
impingement array and porous cavities, characterization of the overall performance for
flow across the entire test article is made by reporting the change in 𝑄 over a range
of 𝑃𝑅. Systematic uncertainty of 𝐶𝐷 varies with imposed 𝑃𝑅, but is seen to be below 2%
for the majority of the data and approaches 5% for cases with low 𝑃𝑅 and mass flow
rates.
Experimental flow measurements of the test article to determine the flow
uniformity across both porous cavities were executed. Data indicates that for the porous
cavities there exists very similar discharge behavior (Figure 37). From literature, this
showerhead cooling array would produce more uniform cooling effectiveness around the
exterior of the airfoil during operation, when compared to discrete film cooling holes.
Similar discharge characteristics are encouraging for the level of consistency in SLM for
complex geometries, as inconsistent performance among each would have potentially
severe consequences for application to blades under demanding thermal loads. A direct
means of observing the flow characteristics through both the impingement sleeve and
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porous cavities is seen in the trendline of 𝑄 vs 𝑃𝑅, Figure 38. Here we can see a nonlinear trend, with 𝑃𝑅 up to ~1.08 having the most impact on 𝑄.

Figure 37: Experimental Discharge Behavior of Test Article

Figure 38: Flow Behavior across Entire Test Article for Multiple PR
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CHAPTER 5: CFD MODEL AND COMPARISONS
CFD analysis of the designed leading edge is executed for “coolant flow” at
various flowrates, in which case, pressure ratio and discharge coefficient data are
obtained. This information will help reveal the difference of flow performance trends
between design and manufactured test article. First, a discussion of the geometries and
computational domain, then mesh and assumptions are presented, followed with results.
All numerical simulations are carried out with the finite volume solver STAR-CCM+
V10.02.012 commercial code.
5.1

Geometry and Computational Domain
The first objective when pursuing a CFD model of the test article is to determine

the geometry in which to discretize and solve on. For simulations strictly resolving flow,
there is no need for discretizing the solid. CFD of the CAD geometry will yield a
comparison with experiment of an ideal manufacture. As a result, the fluid volume of the
test article CAD can be extracted directly. However, it is important to impose an
environment that reflects the physical conditions during the experimental trials of the test
section and make any strategic simplifications to the computational domain, so as to
optimize the numerical performance.
Looking closely at the leading edge model, a periodic nature in the internal lattice
is observed, effectively breaking up the part into smaller identical segments (Figure 39).
Consequently, the computational domain can be simplified to just one of the segments.
Considering there is roughly two orders of magnitude change in characteristic length
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throughout the domain, it can be anticipated that there will be significant change in cell
volume at different points. Such observation would make proper discretization of the full
geometry a daunting, if not impossible, task for a powerful workstation.

Figure 39: Segmented CAD Model

Additionally, the periodic domain can be further simplified due to axisymmetric
features and all radii being constant, effectively cutting the computational domain in half.
In this case, the full domain was reduced by a factor of 16.5 periodic segments, then cut
in half by assuming symmetry, reducing the total volume in which to mesh and solve by a
factor of 33. An illustration of these simplifications is provided in Figure 40. Both inlet
and outlet surfaces are located sufficiently far away to not affect the solution.
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Figure 40: Computational Domain; (a) Periodic Domain, (b) Symmetric, Periodic Domain

Experimentally, a pressure differential is established across the test article from a
high-pressure supply. Numerically, equivalent conditions can be achieved by either
imposing a pressure differential across the inlet/outlet surfaces (just as experiment) or by
imposing a fixed flowrate at the inlet surface, combined with a pressure outlet surface.
The latter is chosen for all CFD simulations, ensuring that the entire range of
experimentally measured flowrates is evaluated numerically. Since the computational
domain represents a periodic segment, the spanwise boundaries are classified as periodic.
Additionally, the plane cutting the domain in half is classified as a symmetry plane. The
fourth wall bounding flow in the inlet duct is defined as a wall with a slip boundary shear
stress classification. The imposed wall specifications effectively isolate the viscous losses
to those contributed solely by the test article surfaces. Figure 41 illustrates the boundary
specifications.
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Figure 41: Boundary Conditions; Inlet (red), Outlet (orange), Periodic Interface (grey), Symmetry (blue), Slip
Inlet Wall (green), No-Slip Surfaces (black)

5.2

Mesh, Models, and Assumptions
The following subsections provide details about meshing strategies, physics

continua, turbulence models, and assumptions for the CFD simulations. All simulations
were meshed and executed with STAR-CCM+ meshing tool.
5.2.1

Mesh Details and Grid Convergence Index

Proper meshing strategies are integral to obtaining a mesh of high quality.
Likewise, a mesh of high quality is critical for accurate predictions having minimal
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numerical uncertainty. First, polyhedral cells were chosen over tetrahedral and other
alternatives as a result of better resolution of recirculation, less sensitivity to stretching
and lower total cell count required [43]. Additional use of prism layer extrusion on select
region boundaries (having no-slip specification) are used to accurately resolve the
hydrodynamic boundary layer. These prism cells are volume cells extruded from the
polyhedral surface cells.
Of course, a good mesh is rarely achieved on the first go, but rather achieved after
repetition of the meshing process. In some cases, it can be iterative in the sense that local
gradients are observed from solution on an initial mesh and then further refinements are
made in those areas to produce a more suitable mesh. There are a few best practices when
it comes to meshing to ensure that solution convergence is not hindered. One of particular
importance is cell skewness angle, defined as the angle between the face normal vector
and the vector connecting cell centroids. For domains with cell skewness greater than 90º,
solution convergence may be affected, and in extreme cases can result in divergence.
Information into all the mesh metrics and desirable values can be found in the STARCCM+ User Guide, mesh metrics section [44]. For all generated meshes, cell skewness is
below 90º. Another metric characterizing the resolution of the hydrodynamic boundary
layer is wall Y+. This will be discussed later in this chapter. Maintaining proper mesh
metrics is key, however generally not all that is required out of a mesh. As previously
alluded to, local volume refinements are needed in areas of high gradients, relatively
small geometric features, etc. More importantly, a measure of the uncertainty as a result
of discretization is needed to observe any improvements achieved by a “better mesh” and
quantify the level to which the solution is independent of grid size.
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Celik et al. have created a procedure for reporting numerical uncertainty, or grid
convergence index (GCI), commonly reported (if not mandated) in present-day numerical
studies [45]. This procedure is executed for quantification of numerical uncertainty of
simulations in this study. This process calls for at least three significantly different
meshes that, from their experience, should have the ratio of coarse grid size to fine grid
size be greater than 1.3. As will be discussed, the grids used in the calculation of GCI
produce desirable size ratios. A thorough study of uncertainty quantification in CFD by
P. Roache is another recommended publication for those interested [46].
Three meshes were generated, having significantly different sizes, all utilizing
polyhedral cells and prism layers. These three meshes will be described as meshes 1-3
from fine to coarse, respectively (Table 3). Refer to Appendix C for mesh images. At the
wall, seven prism layers were used for mesh 1, five for mesh 2, and three for mesh 3.
Table 3: Mesh Sizes for GCI Study

Mesh 1
Mesh 2
Mesh 3

Volume Cell Count
7136408
2558828
505010

The numerical uncertainty analysis was performed for the highest flowrate
measured during experiment, 600LPM. Relevant data was extracted from all three
meshed domains after solution convergence was reached. This data includes C d, PR, M,
and ideal velocities needed in the calculation of Cd. As presented in Table 4, the data
from all meshes were compiled and used in the calculation of GCI from coarse to
medium (GCI32) and from medium to fine meshes (GCI21). Additionally, the “exact”
value based on extrapolation is quantified, along with the relative error between the
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extrapolated value and fine mesh solution. As is reported for GCI21, uncertainty is on the
order of 50% lower for select calculations. However, this comes at a cost of a mesh that is
roughly 2.79 times in size. Looking closely at the data, the most uncertainty falls in
calculation of values in the porous cavity region. In similar fashion, the relative error
between the extrapolated value and fine mesh solution for porous region metrics is larger
compared to impingement sleeve calculations. It is thought that the detailed lattice
structures within the porous region create complex gradients that even the fine mesh case
is not fully resolving. Further efforts to refine the mesh should be made solely within the
porous region. Significant refinements have already been made, and further reduction is
cell size within the porous region may be difficult to impose with other cells in the
domain being orders of magnitude larger. If so, additional reduction to the base size of the
domain will be necessary. Considering the computational resources available at CATER,
the decision was made to evaluate all simulations with the fine mesh case.
Table 4: Calculated GCI for Relevant Parameters for 600LPM Flowrate

Extrapolated
Relative Error
Extrapolated
GCI32 [%] GCI21 [%]
Mesh 3 Mesh 2 Mesh 1
[%]
Value
CDimpingement sleeve

0.695

0.723

0.731

1.196

2.880

1.518

0.740

CDporous cavity

0.264

0.277

0.283

6.665

9.980

4.619

0.303

PRimpingement sleeve

1.021

1.019

1.019

-0.043

0.100

0.050

1.018

PRporous cavity

1.169

1.152

1.146

-1.413

2.446

1.738

1.130

PRtotal

1.193

1.174

1.167

-1.373

2.446

1.689

1.151

Videal, impingement

59.252

56.920

56.313

-1.148

2.736

1.419

55.674

165.763 157.847 154.540
0.386
0.385
0.388

-6.111
0.096

9.667
0.010

7.199
0.110

145.640
0.388

Videal, porous cavity
M

For turbulent flow, it is important to correctly resolve the velocity profile in the
near-wall region. The wall y+ metric is important to monitor and influence, such that it
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meets a suitable range for the applied wall treatment being used. For turbulent flow, there
exists a viscous sublayer (y+<5), a buffer layer (5<y+<30), and a log-law region
(30<y+<~200). It is important to have wall y+ throughout the entire domain remain out
of the buffer layer region since y+ and the log law of the wall do not accurately represent
the true velocity. Wall y+ is a function of wall shear stress, and as such, higher velocities
produce larger values of y+, (7).
𝑦+ =

𝑦 𝜏𝑤
√
𝜈 𝜌

(7)

So it is more appropriate to use the simulations producing the highest shear stress
to determine if your mesh has suitable values of wall y+. As seen in Figure 42, wall y+ is
below 5 for the entire domain, with the highest values observed in the jet holes and lattice
structures. Upon closer inspection, the y+ is highest in the cells around the entrance to the
jet holes where sudden acceleration of flow occurs. As will be discussed later in the
results, after initial processing it was determined that the range of flowrates to be
examined, be increased to values above 600LPM. Wall y+ is observed in all cases to
remain outside of the buffer region.
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Figure 42: Wall Y+ for 600LPM, Mesh 1

5.2.2

Physics Continua and Test Matrix

With the intentions of utilizing CFD for comparison of experimental data, it only
makes sense to setup the solution physics according to experimental conditions.
Consequently, all simulations were setup using the physics continua listed below:


3D



Steady



RANS



Turbulent: Realizable k-ε Turbulence (2nd Order), Two-Layer All y+ Wall
Treatment



Gas: Air



Ideal Gas



Segregated Flow (2nd Order)



Segregated Fluid Temperature (2nd Order)
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Maximum Mach number monitors were put in place to observe the extent to
which the flow is compressible (M>0.3). Despite the higher flowrate inlet conditions
producing max Mach numbers over 0.3, the segregated solver is seen to be robust in
handling low levels of compressibility in the flow. With no shocks or high density
gradients in the domain, the segregated solver was used throughout the duration of the
study. One solution was switched to a coupled scheme for the 600LPM case, but yielded
higher residual values and lacked strong convergence behavior.
To help with solution development of the first exact geometry simulation, the
solution pressure from a converged porous region simulation (of same inlet boundary
condition) was tabulated and exported, then imported to initialize the domain. Doing so
expedited convergence and helped to improve residual values. As boundary conditions of
inlet flowrate are progressively increased, successive simulations are started with
previous converged values, providing an adequate starting point.
5.2.3

Model Assumptions- Porous Region Approach

When resolving the internal porous region with lattice structures, many more
volume cells are required. This both increases required memory and computational time.
One approach to avoid fully resolving all lattice features is to specify a porous region,
where the solution can artificially impose the pressure drop characteristics of the lattice.
Derived from Darcy’s Law of flow through porous media, STAR-CCM+ invokes
isotropic resistance by the Ergun equation, an empirical model for pressure drop through
packed beds. Darcy’s Law suggests a linear relationship between flow velocity and
pressure drop, however is only true for slow (creeping) flows, becoming invalid for
increasing velocity. The Ergun equation is a modified form of Darcy’s Law capable of
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handling higher flow velocities by incorporating a non-linear relationship between
pressure drop and velocity (8).
−

𝑑𝑝 150𝜇(1 − 𝜒)2 𝑉 1.75𝜌(1 − 𝜒)𝑉 2
=
+
𝐿
𝜒 3 𝐷𝑝
𝜒 3 𝐷𝑝 2

(8)

In this equation, 𝑉 is defined as the superficial velocity of the fluid passing
through the porous bed, defined as 𝑄 ⁄𝐴𝑐_𝑛𝑜 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 . 𝐷𝑝 is the diameter of the particles,
however in this case, is quantified by the specific area (Vsolid lattice/Awetted surface). Also, 150
and 1.75 are experimentally determined viscous and inertial constants (respectively) for a
packed bed of spherical particles. However, pressure drop data of a particular porous
domain can be used to fit equation (8) such that new constants can be determined. Data
taken experimentally not only captures pressure drop of the porous region, but the added
losses from the holes delivering fluid to the lattice and ejecting fluid to ambient,
corresponding to Δ𝑃 = 𝑃2 − 𝑃1 in Figure 43. Since there are no ways to quantify the
pressure loss of the porous region itself, additional simulations are required to
determine Δ𝑃 = 𝑃′2 − 𝑃′1 , so that correct constants can be obtained.

Figure 43: Experimental Pressure Measurements (red), Pressure Required for Porous Assumption (green)
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The lattice structure is isolated in a duct of similar cross-section as the porous
section (in radial direction). Similar to the computational domain, adequate upstream and
downstream length is given to ensure uniformity in pressure at both inlet and outlet
boundaries. The domain is meshed in an identical fashion as the full model (mesh 1) in
that it employs polyhedral cells, prism layers, and strategic volume refinements. Figure
44 shows clearly the domain with inlet (green), outlet (red), and lattice surfaces (yellow).
The same physics specified in the previous subsection were implemented. In order to
correctly fit data, multiple PR values are required, meaning multiple simulations with
different inlet velocities are required. The maximum superficial velocity corresponding to
600LPM inlet is <10m/s. The range of velocities imposed for the lattice only simulations
was 2-20m/s. Data for the 20m/s inlet velocity case is illustrated in Figure 45, illustrating
how the spanwise pressure distribution reaches uniformity before the exit of the domain.
The adequate size of the domain ensures accurate measure of the pressure losses across
the lattice.

Figure 44: Lattice Structure CFD Domain (left), Volume Refinement Surrounding Lattice Features (right)
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Figure 45: 20m/s Inlet-Lattice Simulation Data

A pressure curve for the lattice features is created with six data points from six
simulations. After which, the inertial and viscous coefficients in the Ergun equation are
iteratively solved for using Microsoft Excel solver. Minimizing the difference in the
Ergun approximation to the actual pressure differential, and allowing Microsoft Excel to
vary the constant values, optimum coefficients are determined. Listed in Table 5, the
inertial and viscous constants vary significantly from the spherical packed bed constants
of 1.75 and 150, respectively. However, very good agreement between the Ergun
equation and the measured pressure curve is achieved, Figure 46.
Table 5: Ergun Equation Calculated Viscous and Inertial Constants

Pv Constant
Pi Constant
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0.4413
0.0417

Figure 46: CFD Pressure Curve and Fitted Ergun Equation

Introduction of the porous region in CFD has effectively reduced the total number
of volume cells by just over 75% from the exact geometry domain utilizing mesh 1
refinement. It is important to note that the rest of the domain for the porous region
approach is meshed utilizing mesh 2 refinements, a coarser domain than those used in the
exact geometry cases (mesh 1).

Figure 47: Porous Region Domain and Exact Geometry Domain Comparison
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5.3

Test Matrix
The overall simulation matrix to be executed in STAR-CCM+ is outlined in Table

6, below.
Table 6: Simulation Matrix

Simulation
Lattice Characterization
Lattice Characterization
Lattice Characterization
Lattice Characterization
Lattice Characterization
Lattice Characterization
Porous Region Approach
Porous Region Approach
Porous Region Approach
Porous Region Approach
Porous Region Approach
Porous Region Approach
Exact Geometry (GCI Study)
Exact Geometry (GCI Study)
Exact Geometry (GCI Study)
Exact Geometry
Exact Geometry
Exact Geometry
Exact Geometry
Exact Geometry
Impingement Sleeve Only
Impingement Sleeve Only
Impingement Sleeve Only

5.4

Flowrate [LPM]
2.5 (m/s)
5 (m/s)
7.5 (m/s)
10 (m/s)
15 (m/s)
20 (m/s)
200
300
400
500
600
700
600
600
600
200
300
400
500
700
1000
1500
1750

Mesh Refinement
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Mesh 2
Mesh 2
Mesh 2
Mesh 2
Mesh 2
Mesh 2
Mesh 1
Mesh 2
Mesh 3
Mesh 1
Mesh 1
Mesh 1
Mesh 1
Mesh 1
Mesh 1
Mesh 1
Mesh 1

Results
In total, 23 CFD simulations have been evaluated to convergence, collectively

characterizing a perfect manufacture of design. Convergence of the numerics is
monitored by solution residuals and additional reports of select metrics are created to
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ensure the solution physics are also converged. For all cases, data trends are quite similar,
however in most cases, magnitudes disagree. As data is presented, a discussion of reasons
for dissimilarities follows.
First, the overall flow performance characterized by PR versus Q is compared in
Figure 48. From this data, it is clear to see that the porous region approximation very
closely predicts those values from the exact geometry solution. Between CFD and
experiment there exists a very strong similarity in trend and close agreement in
magnitude for lower flowrates. As pressure ratio increases, so does the difference in
predicted and actual flowrates. This observation is likely due to a combination of
manufacturing tolerance of LAM and surface roughness. Direct manufacture with SLM
produces significantly rougher surfaces compared to investment casting methods. CFD
simulations, being ideal, are modeled with smooth walls, contributing less to viscous
losses prevalent in areas of high velocity, observed in jet orifices and engineered-porous
cavity. Tolerance issues, especially in regions of high velocity, can greatly affect flow
performance. Take for example the impingement sleeve array, consisting of 1500
orifices. If tolerance of said orifices were such that manufactured diameter were smaller
than design, there would be a compounding pressure loss of the system, where imposed
losses for each orifice are summed in parallel. As a result, performance of large arrays is
inherently more sensitive to manufactured tolerance.
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Figure 48: PR vs. Q Comparison

Next, data is presented which isolates the performance of the impingement sleeve,
comparing numerical predictions with experiment (Figure 49). This data has the weakest
trend matching and worst difference in magnitude. When visually inspecting the SLMmanufactured leading edge segment, many holes are clearly deformed or blocked
altogether at the inlet. This blockage is not accurately captured with CT x-ray, likely
since the thickness of the blockage is below the image resolution of scans. This
deformation would fall under a tolerance issue and, as previously discussed, would
greatly affect designed performance. Since the designed array has much less pressure
loss, full geometry simulations provided only slight PR across the impingement sleeve.
To better capture the trend of the data and cover the experimental range of PR,
impingement sleeve only simulations are performed, where all features downstream of
the impingement array are removed to avoid a choked condition downstream. By then
increasing inlet flowrate to a maximum of 1750LPM, nearly the entire experimental
range is predicted numerically.
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Figure 49: CD vs PR Comparison-Impingement Sleeve

Further comparison of both CFD approaches with a pressure curve of PR versus
Q, we see that the porous region approach matches exactly the trend and magnitude of the
exact geometry solution (Figure 50).

Figure 50: PR vs Q-Impingement Sleeve

When comparing discharge coefficients with applied pressure ratio for the porous
cavities, there are obvious discrepancies in magnitude, yet again having similar (slightly
decreasing) trends, Figure 51. Again, the porous region approach simulations essentially
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match the data gathered from exact geometry simulations. This time, CD predictions from
CFD under-predict what is seen experimentally. From the GCI analysis, the porous
region involves the most numerical uncertainty than any part of the domain. However,
the level of uncertainty does not put the data in the range of experiment. It could be that,
despite seeing an in-tact lattice from CT x-ray, manufactured tolerance resulted in less
solid volume of lattice in the porous cavities. As a result, region porosity is likely much
greater than design. As previously mentioned, this could significantly affect fluid flow
[35]. Another possible reason the magnitude is far under-predicted with CFD could be
that the solvers far over-predict losses for flow through the lattice. Numerical efforts to
characterize the lattice pressure loss curve may not be robust enough to accurately reflect
physical performance, causing the porous region approach to not match well. Yet, when
modeling the exact geometry, data nearly matches the porous region approach solution, in
all cases.

Figure 51: CD vs PR Comparison-Porous Cavity
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It is suggested that, in the future, efforts to experimentally capture pressure losses
in the porous region be made. Large discrepancies in predicted data from CAD to
experimental behavior imply that utilizing designed models for estimations of fluid (and
perhaps thermal) performance of SLM-manufactured components may not be adequate.
Further study into the influence of surface roughness is another suggested path moving
forward. Once these gaps in data are reduced, then confidence will become more
established in heat transfer estimates.

Figure 52: PR vs Q-Porous Cavity

Like the impingement array, when comparing CFD approaches in a PR vs Q plot,
there is clear agreement with solution magnitude and trend (Figure 52). This continuing
evidence supports the robust capability for the porous region approach to accurately
impose pressure losses. Another noteworthy observation is the ability of the porous
region approximation to handle discrete jet sources, rather than a uniform flow inlet
boundary. In this case, the porous region pressure losses are characterized with uniform
flow passing through a lattice region, yet in application flow is introduced to the porous
cavity by discrete orifices. Despite this, similar results are obtained, as illustrated in
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Figure 53, a comparison of porous region approach and exact geometry velocity and
pressure fields for 600LPM flowrate.

Figure 53: CFD Comparison-Velocity and Pressure Fields

Recall equation (5) from Chapter 4. This equation can further be expanded as the
following:
𝐶𝐷 =

[𝜌𝑉𝐴𝑇 ]𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙
[𝜌𝑉𝐴𝑇 ]𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
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(9)

In this form, the effective throat area of a particular array has a real value and an
ideal value represented by an exact manufacture/CAD model specification. As previously
mentioned, calculations of experimental CD were carried out assuming the real effective
area is the ideal effective area, thus removing any influence of throat area on CD. This is a
necessary assumption since current NDT processing methods provide no accurate way to
quantify AT,

real.

Knowing, however, that the values of real and ideal throat areas are

almost assuredly not equal, an influence in CD due to area is unquestionable. This is
another factor that may be reason for dissimilar numerical and experimental predictions.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
A representative turbine blade leading edge segment, containing micro-sized
geometries, was manufactured from Inconel powders via SLM and analyzed for build
quality. X-ray CT of the test article was performed, providing information of the internal
structure. Utilizing commercial imaging software, CT scans were analyzed and compared
against the CAD model. Flow testing was performed to determine the discharge behavior
of individual regions of microfeatures. Also, CFD was utilized for replicating
experiments numerically to gain a sense of the performance differences observed
between an “ideal” and actual manufacture.
SLM methods are observed to directly manufacture large arrays of holes of
0.5mm diameter and engineered-porous cavities containing internal lattice structures,
with success. Build quality becomes of great importance, however, for geometries
containing microfeatures since the characteristic length of these attributes approach the
magnitude of build tolerance of modern equipment, making them sensitive to even slight
deviations. Data from x-ray CT indicates relatively good departure of design from SLM,
with 95% of the surface area within a variance magnitude of 320 microns. This level of
congruence with design was produced with aid of support structures in regions of
surfaces, otherwise suspended in powder, oriented ~60º or more from the build plane
(horizontal). Localized anomalies identified in areas of support, resulting in large
inconsistencies along the surface, are a product of poor extraction of the support
structure. 2D slices along the span of the test article revealed consistent deviation of
impingement holes from design with increasing inclination from the build direction.
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Increasing variance is noticed for θ≈60º and lower, with the maximum at the outermost
holes in the impingement array and the minimum along the build direction (θ=90º).
Concentricity is seen to vary more significantly in the θ-direction compared to the
spanwise direction, with greatest magnitude observed for the outermost holes in the array.
Isolated relevant indications, that is to say voids, are markedly noticed at various
locations throughout the solid regions. Additionally, a single linear indication is seen
along an individual layer on only one half of the specimen. This observance is
noteworthy, as it could potentially be the origin of failure for parts under aggressive
loading. These indications are observed regions of local material density <100%, thought
to be the result of inhomogeneity of the powder distribution potentially caused by balling
of the previous build layer or contaminants on the surface of the powder particles
inhibiting proper melting. Feature uniformity between the porous regions, in view of the
acute complexity within, is seen to be exceptional as experimental discharge trends of
each are essentially identical.
CFD predictions of fluid flow performance seem to capture global trends well,
however, in all cases magnitude of data is found to match poorly. The very fact that the
ideal CAD is being analyzed may be enough to explain the discrepancies in the data. The
overall losses in the flowpath of design are found to be less than the manufactured part,
as expected. What is certain is that obvious blockage in the impingement array (seen
visually), not captured via NDT, is associated with significant losses in the delivery of
impingement flow. Although LAM is capable of direct manufacture of microfeatures, the
data suggests that additional post-processing of part may be required to mitigate
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performance losses. Unfortunately, in areas where LAM excels over casting, postprocessing techniques are limited, if not impossible altogether.
In terms of simplifying the computational domain, adopting a porous region
approach was seen to effectively match data produced by significantly higher resolved
simulations. This good agreement was achieved despite discrete jets of velocity into the
porous region, a far different boundary condition than the uniform velocity inlet used
during characterization. Fitting the Ergun equation to data in order to determine viscous
and inertial constants should be carried out with experimental data, as this will likely
reduce the margin observed between experiment and numerical prediction.
Engineers taking advantage of SLM may explore designs down to the micron
level and expect successful execution. Yet care should be taken to ensure satisfactory
composition throughout each component for those applied to extreme environments,
being that build quality is very sensitive to many process parameters. Caution should be
exercised when associating numerical predictions of design with actual performance of
LAM parts, especially with geometries containing large arrays of small features. More
work to validate CFD with flow performance characteristics of LAM parts is required to
develop best practices for developing accurate models. Until then, validation by way of
experimental test data is highly suggested.
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE STUDIES
From this study, there are clear avenues for continuing investigations of the
leading edge segment and perhaps other LAM components utilizing active cooling as
well. These include:


Research into surface roughness of the test article. This will help tailor CFD
simulations to be even more representative. Care should be taken to observe
variation in surface roughness with angle. Non-isotropic values of surface
roughness should be applied to CFD appropriately.



Develop a suitable means for determining the effective throat area for a LAMmanufactured array of holes, as in this case. Ability to quantify such will
provide more reliable prediction of discharge behavior. This is likely to help
CFD better agree with experiment.



Expand this analysis to compare numerical heat transfer estimates. This will
require experimental heat transfer. It is suggested that better agreement of
CFD with experiment for flow performance be achieved prior to investigating
heat transfer.



Explore microfeatures directly manufactured for multiple prints of the same
geometry to explore consistencies from part to part. This study is integral for
creating a sound approach to CFD best practices for modeling LAM
components. One further step would be to utilize different vendors when
printing the coupons. This will help in further diagnosing causes for relevant
indications seen from NDT.
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APPENDIX A: TURBINE COOLING PICTURES AND DIAGRAMS
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Figure A. 1: Stage One Vane Cooling [6]

Figure A. 2: Turbine Airfoil Cooling Flowpaths [4]
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Figure A. 3: Turbine Blade Cutaway Revealing Internal Cooling Features [4]

Figure A. 4: Used Stage One Turbine Blade [4]
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Figure A. 5: Turbine Cascade Film Cooling [4]
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APPENDIX B: SLM-MANUFACTURED TEST ARTICLE PICTURES
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Figure B. 1: Test Article Side View

Figure B. 2: Test Article End View of Internal Impingement Sleeve
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Figure B. 3: Test Article Surface Anomalies around Impingement Array

Figure B. 4: Test Article Surface Anomalies on Inside Leading Edge
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Figure B. 5: Test Article Leading Edge (left) and Impingement Array (right)
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APPENDIX C: MESH IMAGES
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Figure C. 1: Full Domain Plane Section Mesh; Mesh 3 (a), Mesh 2 (b), Mesh 1 (c)

Figure C. 2: Impingement Sleeve Plane Section; Mesh 3 (a), Mesh 2 (b), Mesh 1 (c)
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Figure C. 3: Porous Cavity Plane Section; Mesh 3 (a), Mesh 2 (b), Mesh 1 (c)
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